Techniques for knowledge discovery in existing biomedical databases: estimation of individual aging effects in cognition in relation to dementia.
New interest is being expressed in the systematic application of modeling techniques to existing datasets. Under the rubric of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) large databases are being exploited for commercial and scientific purposes. This article reviews the development and applications of KDD techniques to dementia, using the longitudinal Canadian Study of Health and Aging dataset. KDD has demonstrated usefulness at the group level. For example, as in the course of functional impairment between Alzheimer's disease and no cognitive impairment suggest damage control-protection mechanisms for the former compared with noncompensated random accumulation of deficits for the latter. At the individual level, KDD suggests that more precise diagnosis seems possible as well as individual life expectancy prediction. Biomedical databases appear to hold the potential for novel insights when explored by systematic modeling.